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f  Fill in the Blanks

SI unit of moment is (10x1=10)

balance the externally applied for^"'" friction to which it can rise and

as ' corresponding shear strain within elastic limit is known
Maximum shear stress by Mohr's circle is equal to
Moment of inertia of a circular section with diamet^TulT
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outer most layer frorttlufr^J^^
The maximum shear stress in a circular section ofabeamis
the average shear stress.

) and d,e number of members ( „ ) in a perfec.

Write Short notes on any FIVE Of the following
i o;r

Perpendicular axis theorem and parallel axis theorem '
(^to'onahip between bending moment, moment of Inettia. bending stress

neulial axis, Yonng-s moduius and radius of eurvature
Distmgu ish between sliding friction and rolling friction
Distinguish between direct stress and bending stress

6  Principal Plane and Principal Stress
7  Torsional rigidity and polar moment of inertia,

in Answer any FIVE of the following.
1  Locate the centre of gravity of the area show (5x4-20)
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hole of diame.. ,50™™ a., dis,a„-ce;7 ,M ̂  ZriS,
sToriidl'"'"" °f S-vity and pa^llel .o .1

0.3Q, Show th^t thg ladder will remain in equilibrium in this position.
Calculate thQ modulus of rigidity and bulk modulus of a cylindrical bar of diam^t o
ir.™ and lengft 1 n,. if the longtodinal atoin in .he bar dnrin^^^
Umes the lateral attain. Take E - I x 10= N/nim^ '

mutually petpendicular planeaarelSO N/mm^ an

rsrit ^
Two equal heavy spheres of 60 mm radius are in equilibrium with a smooth cup of 18(
mm ra iqs. pw that the reaction between the cup of one sphere is double than tha
between the two spheres. ■ ^
Pt^ve that the torque ttanamitted by a aolid abaft when aubjected to a torsion is given bt
T  (ti/) 6) t D , where D is the diameter.

IV AiS^wer any ONE of the following fl in-
1  a Define shear force and bending moment. Explain the relationship between load sl^elr

force and bending moment. '

2  a

A simply supported beam of length 10 m carries a uniformly distributed load of 1(
kN/ni for the pst half portion.and a concentrated load of 40 kN at the middle of th
second half. Find the reactions at the ends and draw the Shear Force Diagram anH '
Bending Mornent Diagrams.
Derive the relationship for shear stress at any point in the cross section of a h^r,
(area A),which is subjected to ̂  shear force of F.
A rectangul^ beam 150 mm wide and 300 mm deep is subjected to a maximum shea
force of 1OQ |cN. Determine
i) average sfiear stress,
ji) piaximum shear stress and
iii) ?hear stress at a distance of 30 mm above the neutral axis.


